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Abstract The linear oscillator equation with a frequency depending slowly on time
is used to test a method to compute exponentially small quantities This work present
the matching method in the complex plane as a tool to obtain rigorously the asymptotic
variation of the action of the associated hamiltonian beyond all orders
The solution in the complex plane is aproximated by a series in which all terms present
a singularity at the same point Following matching techniques near this singularity one
is led to an equation which does not depend on any parameter the socalled inner
equation of a Riccati type This equation is studied by resurgence methods
 Introduction
We consider one degree of freedom Hamiltonian system depending on a parameter that
changes slowly with time modelled by a Hamiltonian of the form see 
HI  t  H

I t  

tH

I  t 
where t is a function with de	nite limits at  and such that 
k



t   when


t  for all k  N  The equations of the motion are given by


I  

H


 
H

I
 

H

I


This is a quasi integrable system in the sense that we can apply the classical averaging
procedure looking for a change of variables close to the identity in powers of 

I  J  u

J  t  

u

J  t  
    v

J  t  

v

J  t   

in order to eliminate the angle variables of the Hamiltonian
If we truncate the formal series  at order n the system obtained is of the form


J  
n


t

 
H
I
I   
n
 
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Poincare proved that even though the series  are divergent they are asymptotic In
our case that means that the actions of systems  and  satisfy
jIt Jt u

Jt t t  
n
u
n
Jt t tj  K
n

for all t  R As a consequence It is an adiabatic invariant for system  in the
sense that its variation is small for a long time interval Moreover due to the asymptotic
properties of  it happens that u
n
J  t   and v
n
J  t   as t   Then
one can see that I and J have limits at  verifying I   J  O
n
 for
all n  N Moreover from  and taking into account that t is bounded one has
that J   J  O
n
 n  N Hence it follows that
I  I  I   O
n
 n  N
That is It  is a perpetual adiabatic invariant at all orders
Nevertheless this discrepancy is nonzero otherwise system  would be integrable
but it cannot be viewed directly from the asymptotic series  The goal of this paper
is to present a method to compute the asymptotic expansion of the adiabatic invariant
beyond all orders
 Matching and Resurgence In fact we have an asymptotic development of I uni
formly valid for all t  R and the problem is to catch the part of I invisible in the
series  Matching Theory Principle says us that in order to see the hidden properties
of a function de	ned by an asymptotic series we must go to the regions called boundary
layers where these series are no longer asymptotic Boundary layers can be found by two
fundamental methods the 	rst one is an apriori knowledge of its location provided by
heuristic arguments and the second one is to look for the singularities of the series terms
If we follow the second method for  we see that the terms of these series do not
have singularities in R due to the asymptotic properties of  and therefore we are led
to look for the boundary layers in C This is the principal reason why these problems are
formulated using complex numbers and why the equation requires analyticity properties
Furthermore working with analytic functions and complex asymptotic theory gives us
more chances to obtain re	ned results
Among others we use in this paper as a basic tool Resurgence Theory for under
standing the nature of the divergence of the series But instead of analysing the outer
expansion  we apply Resurgence Theory to the inner expansion the series near the
boundary layer to compute I given in  These techniques have been used by V
Hakim and K Mallick in  to compute formally the separatrix splitting of the standard
map
In the present paper we use their aproach to compute the behaviour of the adiabatic
invariant for a simple oscillator
x 

 x  
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obtaining rigorously an asymptotic expression for the adiabatic invariant I beyond
all orders This problem is quite well understood but we think useful and clarifying to
treat it joining matching techniques and the resurgence theory We have followed closely
Wasow  and Meyer  formulation reducing  to a Riccati equation
 Wasow formulation and reduction to a Riccati equation Following  and
taking t   in  let us consider the equation


u 

tu   t  R
where t satis	es
H t 	  t  R
H lim
t
t  

	 
H   C

R and 
k
 L

 k  N ie

 is a gentle function
Now given any solution ut  of  let us denote by It  the function
I

t   tu

t   

u

t 
t
when  is a constant It  is the action variable of the integrable Hamiltonian system
associated to equation  Littlewood proved in  that for any solution ut  the
limits I  exist and
I

  I

  I

   O
n
 n  N
Moreover Wasow proved that I

satis	es
I

  Re



p
u

 i

p

u



p 


 O 
where u

 u

 are the initial condition of ut  and pt   e
i
R
t

sds
pt  with
pt  being the solution of the Riccati equation

 p  itp

t
t
  p


p    

for all  	  Looking for the solution as a power series in  one can prove Littlewoods
results but in order to obtain more acurate estimates for I

 we will need to extend
our problem to the complex domain for the variable t
By the change of variable x 
R
t

sds equation  becomes
w

 iw  fx 

w


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where fx 

t



t
 Now due to hypotheses H H H on  it is clear that fx is a
real function with gentle properties But in order to study the problem on C let us make
the following extra hypotheses on f 
H f is real analytic in

  fx

g where x

 C such that Im x

 
  and   fx 
C  Im x

 
 Im x  g and for jx x

j   one has
fx 

x x


h
 


fx x




i
with


f u being an holomorphic function such that


f  
H f is Cgentle in the sense that for all x 

  fx

g one has
lim
Re x
Z
C

x
	
	
f
k
s
	
	
ds   k  N 
uniformly on x where
C

x  ft  C  Im t  Im x Re t  Re x g
and
C

x  ft  C  Im t  Im x Re t  Re x g 
Although our hypotheses H and H of f can seem capricious they are deduced from
the more natural hypotheses on  made by Wasow in  namely 

has an analytic
continuation to the complex domain and has a simple zero in C noted t

 with Im t

 
 
such that x


R
t


sds the case Im t

 	  can be studied in an analogous way
The aim of this paper is to compute w  where wx  is the solution of the
Riccati equation  such that w    The rest of this paper is structured as
follows First of all in section  we seek for wx  as a power series in  for complex values
of x We will study its asymptotic validity until some neighbourhood of the singularity
x

which is called the inner region As it is usual in matching methods in the inner
region a change of variables will be needed in order to enlarge the validity of the solution
This is done in section  obtaining as a 	rst aproximation in this region the solution of
the so called inner equation This inner equation is studied by the help of resurgence
theory in a self contained way in section  In the inner region we can catch some terms
of our solution hidden in the power series and in section  we prove they are going to
be exponentially small on  but not zero! at  Finally in section  we make some
remarks for more general nonlinear inner equations We postpone for a next paper the
general study of  in a hamiltonian form see  Recently Ramis and Schafke 
have obtained upper bounds for I showing the Gevrey character see footnote  of
section  of the series  in the general case
All of this is summarized in the following
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Theorem  Main Theorem Let wx  be the solution of the Riccati equation 
such that limwx    when x Then if hypotheses HH are satised one
has
lim
x
wx   
i

e

ix


 O


where wx   e
ix
wx  and  is any number verifying  
  
   Moreover
the variation of the action of the Hamiltonian system associated to equation  is given
by
I

  u


e

Im x



sin
Re x



 O


therefore it is a quantity exponentially small in 
 The solution in the outer left domain
In this section we prove the existence of the solution wx  of the Riccati equation

w

 iw  fx 

w

 
such that limwx    for Re x  and x   where  is de	ned in hypothe
sis H and we give an asymptotic expression of the solution in a suitable subdomain of
 
First of all we look for a formal solution of 
Proposition  There exists a series
P
n

n
w
n
x that satises formally the Riccati
equation  The functions w
n
x
i verify the recurrence








w

x 
fx
i
w

x 
w


x
i
w
n
x 
w

n
x
i

fx
i
P
ij	n
w
i
xw
j
x n 	  

ii are C	gentle functions see hypothesis H
iii are analytic functions in

  fx

g with a singularity at x  x

such that
jw
k
n
xj  C
nk
jx x

j
nk
 if jx x

j   k  N 
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Remark 
 Due to the fact that w
n
x are Cgentle functions uniformly bounded for
jx x

j   we can choose the constants C
nk
such that
jw
k
n
xj  C
nk
 if jx x

j   k  N 
Proof  The recurrence is obtained directly by the substitution of the series into  and
the properties of w
n
x follow from hypotheses H and H on fx
Now we will prove that if we are not close to the singularity x

 the formal series of
Proposition  is asymptotic to a Cgentle function wx  Unfortunately wx  will
not be a solution of  but nevertheless it will help us to prove the existence of the
solution of  and its asymptoticity to the formal series
Let  


be the following subdomain of   for a suitable  	 




r
 




x

Proposition  Let w
n
x n   be functions dened in  verifying ii and iii of
Proposition  Then for    
  and  	  suciently small there exists an analytic
function wx  dened for x   


 such that
i for any  	  and k  N
j w
k
x 
N
X
n	

n
w
k
n
xj 

C
Nk



Nk

for all x   


 where

C
Nk
are constants independent of  and 
ii wx  is a C	gentle function for Im x  Im x

 


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Remark 
 Let us note that if    this means that we are far away the singularity
this proposition says that the series
P
n

n
w
n
x is asymptotic to the function wx 
on  

 In this sense we can look at i as a weak form of asymptotic expansion near the
singularity
Proof  First of all let us de	ne
K
n
  max
kn
fsup




jw
k
n
xj sup




Z
C

x
jw
k
n
sdsjg
From bounds  and  as x   


it follows that
K
n
  C
n

n

where C
n
 maxfC
nk
   k  ng are independent of  Secondly let us de	ne for
any  	 

n
   e




C
n

and note that 
n
 




C
n

Then let us consider

k
x  
X
n

n
w
k
n
x
n

and let us de	ne
L
k
 maxf"
C
k
C

" "
C
kk
C
k
"C

" "C
k
"C
k
" "C
kk
g 
Using bounds  and  it follows that
j
n
w
k
n
xj 
C
nk
C
n



nk

Thus for any k   and n   we have that
j
n
w
k
n
xj  L
k



nk

So from  and taking  small enough we obtain that
j w
k
x j 

X
n	
j
n
w
k
n
x
n
j  L
k



k

and thus that w
k
x  converges uniformly in  


 for    
  k  N and  su#ciently
small Furthermore if we de	ne wx   w

x  we have that w
k
x  are the k
derivatives of wx 
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Now in order to see i let us take N 	  and let us use again the bounds  
and  It follows
j w
k
x 
N
X
n	
w
k
n
x
n
j  j w
k
x 
N
X
n	

n
w
k
n
x
n

N
X
n	

n
 w
k
n
x
n
j


X
n	N
j
n
w
k
n
x
n
j
N
X
n	
j
n
 w
k
n
x
n
j
 L
k

X
n	N

nnk
 e


L
N


L
N
N
X
n	

nnk


C
Nk



Nk

we have used that e


L
N


is exponentially small in 
By an analogous argument using the integrals of wx  on C

x we can prove ii
Finally the following theorem proves the existence of the solution wx  and give us
estimates on its domain of de	nition In this domain we will prove also that the series of
proposition  is weakly asymptotic to wx  
Theorem  Let us take  
  
  and    
   Then if  	  is small enough
the Riccati equation  dened for x   


 has a unique solution wx  such that
limwx    when Re x Furthermore the solution wx  satises that
jw
k
x 
N
X
n	

n
w
k
n
xj  K
Nk



Nk

for all x   


and kN  N where the K
Nk
are constants independent of  and of 
Proof  Let us take wx   wx   Qx  where wx  is the gentle function
obtained in proposition  Then wx  will be the solution of  if Qx  is the
solution of the equation
Q

 iQ fx

 wQQ

  qx  
where qx   i w  fx  

w

   w

is an analytic Cgentle function in  


such
that qx   O
n
 for all n  N and for all x   


 Let us note that this implies that
q veri	es that for any n  N
Z
C

x
j
qs 

j  K
n

n

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for some constant K
n

Let us now consider the operator
T Q 
Z
C

x
e
i
xs


qs 

 fs

ws Qs Q

s 


ds
de	ned in the Banach space of continuous bounded functions with the supremum norm
Then using bounds  and  and hypothesis H we have for  small enough
that
 if jjQjj  
jjT Qjj  K
n

n
  ln 

L



    
 if jjQ
i
jj   for i   
jjT Q

 T Q

jj  jjQ

Q

jjjj wjj 
Z
C

x
jfsjds
 jjQ

Q

jjL



 j ln 

j 


jjQ

Q

jj 
So by the 	xed point theorem the integral equation T Q  Q and thus the di$erential
equation  have a unique solution Q Moreover using again  one has for any
n  N
jjQjj  jjT Qjj  jjT jj  
Z
C

x
j
qs 

jds  K
n

n

Finally using thatQx   wx  wx  and the bound of wx  given in proposition
 we obtain the desired result To obtain the bounds for the derivatives w
k
x  we
only have to use de equation  to see that all the derivatives of Q are asymptotic to
zero
Unfortunately with Theorem  we have proved that limwx   O
n
 when Re x 
for all n  N but we can not obtain more re	ned description of it at in	nity So if we
want to obtain an asymptotic expression for this limit we will need to study the solution
near the singularity x  x

of w
n
x In order to simplify the exposition we will assume
from now on  
  
 
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 The solution in the inner domain
The goal of this section is to obtain an asymptotic representation of wx  near the
singularity x  x

of w
n
x Of course we can not obtain it at x  x

but as we will
see in section  it will be su#cient to work at a distance of order  of this singularity
So we will extend wx  of Theorem  from a point x

such that jx  x

j  


Im x

  Im x

   and Re x

  Re x

 ie x

belongs to the boundary of the left
domain up to the point 
x

symmetric of x

with respect to the line fRe x  Re x

g
From 
x

we will continue the solution in the next section




r
r


x

x


Note that taking into account the bound  for N   the asymptotic expression
of f given by hypotesis H and that  
  
  the initial condition of wx  in the
inner domain veri	es
jwx

 

ix

 x


j 

K






 

  K




where

K and K

are constants independent of 
Then if we consider the change of variable and the change of function
 
x x


p   wx

  
equation  is transformed into
p

 ip fx

   p


and de	ning 


x

x


 the initial condition for p  in the inner domain must verify
jp

 

i

j  K




So we have to study the solution of  verifying  for   C such that Im   
and Re 

 
 Re   
 Re 


 where 



x

x


well establish in Theorem  the
unicity of such a solutionIn order to do this we will compare p  with the solution of
ADIABATIC INVARIANT 
p


 ip




 p



such that limp

    when Re   This equation is obtained from  when
 tends to  where the initial condition is obtained matching the inner solution with
the outer solution at 


It is easy to see as in proposition  that there exists a formal solution
P
n
a
n

n
of equation  Moreover looking at  and the behaviour of f assumed in hy
pothesis H one can see that the a
n
are the principal parts of the terms of the outer series
near the singularity that is
w
n
x 
a
n
x x


n
 Ox  x




In the next theorem existence analytic properties and asymptoticity of p

  are de
scribed The proof done with resurgence theory methods is given in section 
Theorem  i Equation  admits a unique solution p

  analytic in a sectorial
neighbourhood of  such that
lim
Re 	
p

    
Moreover this function is analytic in CR

 and is asymptotic to the formal solution
of  in every proper subsector of this set
ii Equation  admits a unique solution 
p

  analytic in a sectorial neighbourhood
of  such that
lim
Re 	

p

    
Moreover this function is analytic in CR

 and is asymptotic to the formal solution
of  in every proper subsector of this set
iii If Re  	  and Im  	 
p

  
p

   ie
i	
 O

 
Now if we compare p  with p

  we have the following
Theorem  The problem   has a unique solution p  dened for D
	


f  C  Re 

  Re    Re 


  Im   g Moreover p  satises that
jp  p

 j  L




for all   D
	

 where L is independent of 
For the proof of this theorem we will need the following Lemma
Lemma  There exists a constant B independent of  such that for   

and 

 D
	

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i jp

 j  B
ii j
R
	


	

p

s
s
dsj  B
iii
R
	


	

j

fs



s
jds  B




 where


f is dened in hypothesis H
Proof Let us take p

  the unique solution of Theorem  and  
  
  some 	xed
angle Then there exists some constant C


such that for   C
a if j arg j 	 
jp

  

i
j  C






use that p

  is asymptotic to the series
P
n
a
n

n
 where a

 

i

b if     arg     
j
p

  

i
j  C





use the same argument as before for 
p

 
c if j arg j 
 
jp

   ie
i	
 
p

 j  C




use 
From these inequalities i follows inmediately In order to prove ii we only need to
integrate by parts and show that
R
	




e

is
ds
s
is bounded for any 

 

in D
	

 Finally iii
follows from hypothesis H taking into account that j
i
j  


Proof of the Theorem  If we consider v  p p

 the problem that we have to study
is




v

 i
p

	
	
 


f  

v 

	
 


f 

v



	


f  

  p



v

   p

  p





Taking into account  and  note that j arg 

j 	  we have that
jv

 j  K



 C




 K




Now let us consider the operator
ADIABATIC INVARIANT 
T v  e
i		


e

R



p

r
r


fdr
v

 
Z
	
	

e
i	s
e

R

s
p

r
r


fdr

s
v

s ds

Z
	
	

e
i	s
e

R

s
p

r
r


fdr

s


f p


sds
de	ned in the Banach space of continuous functions on D
	

with the supremum norm
such that kvk  L




with L 


e
B
BB

 Taking into account the bounds 
i ii and iii of Lemma  for  small enough we have that
 if kvk  L





kT vk 


e
B

K



 L






ln 

B B








 L





 if kv
i
k  L




 for i    
kT v

 T v

k  e
B
L



ln 

kv

 v

k 


kv

 v

k
So by the 	xed point theorem the integral equation T v  v and thus the di$erential
equation  has a unique solution Moreover this solution can be bounded by
jv j  L





for   D
	


Finally using that v  p  p

we 	nish the proof of the theorem
As we have seen Theorem  gives us a bound of the function wx  on the right side
of the inner domain In fact at the point 
x

symmetric of x

 we have
jw
x

 


p



x

 x


j  L





which will be used in the next section
 The solution in the outer right domain
In this section we will extend the solution wx  from the end point 
x

of the inner
domain up to  We will do this comparing wx  with the solution 
wx  of the
equation  such that lim 
wx    for Re x   The existence and the
properties of 
wx  are analogous to wx  considering now x belonging to the outer
right domain


 



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



r




 


x

All of this is summarised in the following
Theorem  Let us take  	  The Riccati equation  dened for x 


 



 
  
    and  	  suciently small has a unique solution 
wx  such that
lim 
wx    when Re x  Furthermore the solution 
wx  satises that
j 
w
k
x 
N
X
n	

n
w
k
n
xj  K
Nk



Nk
 k  N 
for all x 


 


 where K
Nk
are constants independent of  and of  and w
n
x are the
functions given in Proposition 
Proof It is analogous to the proof of Theorem 
Remark 
 As in the previous section in order to simplify the exposition we will take from
now on  
  
 
Now let us take again 
x

 x

 


 We want to have an estimate of w
x

  in order
to consider it as an initial condition to extend wx  As we have seen in 
jw
x

 


p



x

 x


j  L





and from  with   


it follows that
jp



x

 x


  ie
i
x

x


 
p



x

 x


j  C





On the other hand using theorem  theorem  the asymptotic expression of f and
that  
  
  we obtain an analogous formula to  ie
j 
w
x

 



p



x

 x


j  


K




ADIABATIC INVARIANT 
Considering this all together one can obtain that
jw
x

  
w
x

  
i

e
i
x

x


j  L





Now we are willing to prove the following
Theorem  The solution wx  of  exists for x  C such that Re 
x

  Re x
and Im x

    Im x   and veries
jwx  
wx  
i

e

i

xx


j  Ce




Im xx








In order to prove this theorem we need the following
Lemma  For x  C such that Re x  Re 
x

 and Im x  Im x

 the following
bounds hold
i j
R
x
x

ft 
wt dtj  C


ii
	
	
	
R
x
x

e


i

x

s
R
x

s
ft wtdt
fsds
	
	
	
 


where C is a constant independent of 
Proof The 	rst bound follows inmediately from hypothesis H and the asymptoticity of

w given in theorem  For the second one it is su#cient to integrate by parts
Proof of theorem Let us de	ne zx   wx   
wx  From  and 
zx  veri	es
z

x   i 

fx 
wx zx  

fxz

and
jz
x

  
i

e
i
x

x


j  L





Thus noting that z is the solution of a Bernoulli equation one can obtain the following
integral expression for z
zx  
e

i

xx


R
x
x

ft wtdt
z
x

 
  z
x


R
x
x

e


i

x

s
R
x

s
ft wtdt
fsds

Now using the bounds given by Lemma  and  we have that there exist some
constants


C
i
 i     independent of  such that
jzx  e

i

xx


z
x

 j 


C



je

i

xx


j
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and then
jzx  
i

e

i

xx


j 


C






je

i

xx


j
Now using that Im 
x

  Im x

   we obtain
jzx  
i

e

i

xx


j 


C






je

i

xx


j 


C






e




Im xx



Finally taking into account that zx   wx  
wx  we obtain the theorem
Now we are in a position to prove the Main Theorem  by taking the limit as Re x
 in inequality 
j lim
Re x
e

i

x
wx  
i

e

i

x

j  e

Im x









 Resurgence of the solutions of the inner equationProof of
Theorem
 Introduction In this part of the article we provide a selfcontained introduction
to

Ecalles theory of resurgent functions and we show how our inner problem  	ts
within this framework
We already know a formal solution of it 
X
n
a
n

n
 and it is easy to see that there
is no other formal solution Our goal is to prove Theorem 
After the change of variable
z  i 
equation  may be viewed as a particular case of singular Riccati equation of the
type
dY
dz
 Y H

z H

zY


where H

 z

Cfz

g analytic germs at in	nity vanishing at in	nity  in our case
H

z  H

z 

z

Now resurgence is a good tool for analyzing all the equations of this kind " in fact

Ecalles theory allows the analytic classi	cation of local equations in far more general
contexts    % of course resurgence is not the only possible approach see   for
another method of classifying singular local equations but the study of equations 
provides a nice elementary introduction to some aspects of

Ecalles work even if many
simpli	cations arise in the case of Riccati equations
 Singular Riccati equations and resurgence
ADIABATIC INVARIANT 

 Resurgence of the formal solution In the sequel H

and H

are two 	xed analytic
germs vanishing at in	nity As equation  equation  admits a unique solution
among formal expansions in negative powers of the variable " lets denote Y

 z

Cz


this unique formal solution We shall show that it is generically divergent using formal
Borel transform B
The linear mapping B is de	ned by

z

Cz

  C
z
n
	 
n
n!
and it induces an isomorphism between the multiplicative algebra of Gevrey

formal
series without constant term and the convolutive algebra of analytic germs at the ori
gin Cfg that is


z 	 




z 	 




z

z 	 


 

 
Z








  

d


Moreover a formal series z converges for jzj 	  if and only if its Borel transform is an
entire function of exponential type at most   j j  const e
jj
 Hence 	nite radius
of convergence for  ie existence of singularities in plane means divergence for 
We shall call resurgent function a Gevrey formal series  whose Borel transform has
the following property  on any broken line issuing from the origin there is a 	nite set
of points such that  may be continued analytically along any path that closely follows
the broken line in the forward direction while circumventing to the right or to the left
those singular points A nontrivial fact is the stability under convolution of this property
Indeed resurgent functions form an algebra which can be considered either as a subalgebra
of Cz

 formal model or via B as a subalgebra of Cfg convolutive model The
Borel transform of a given resurgent function is often called its minor
Proposition  The formal solution of  is a resurgent function with singularities
in the convolutive model over the negative integers only
Proof  We start by performing Borel transform on equation  itself " di$erentiation
with respect to z yields multiplication by  and we obtain an equation for

Y


  

Y  

H



H




Y


where

H

and

H

are some entire series with in	nite radius of convergence
Lets de	ne inductively a sequence of C by


Y

  

H

  

Let us recall that a formal power series
P
n
a
n

n
is said to be Gevrey if there exist two
positive constants M  K such that ja
n
j  MnK
n

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 n  

Y
n
 

  


H



X
n

n


	n

Y
n




Y
n


 
The valuation of

Y
n
being at least n the series
P
n

Y
n
converges formally in C
towards the unique solution

Y

of  Now we observe that

H

and

H

de	ne entire
functions of at most exponential growth in any direction "

Y

de	nes thus a meromor
phic function with a simple pole at  and by successive convolutions we only get for
the

Y
n
s other simple poles at the negative integers together with rami	cation logarithmic
singularities
In particular for each integer n

Y
n
is analytic in the universal covering of C n N

 "
with some technical but easy work one can prove that the series of holomorphic func
tions
P

Y
n
is uniformly convergent in every compact subset of this universal covering
Therefore

Y

is convergent at the origin and satis	es the required property of Borel
transforms of resurgent functions
Remark  
 The de	nition of a general resurgent function doesnt impose anything on
the nature of singularities one may encounter in following the analytic continuation of
its minor and visiting the various leaves of its Riemann surface We shall call simple
resurgent function a resurgent function z whose minor  has only singularities of
the form 
   
c
i



log 
i


R 
with c  C and



R  Cfg Simple resurgent functions form a subalgebra which
contains Y

and all the other resurgent functions that appear in the sequel
Remark  
 When writing in details the proof of Prop  one obtains in fact exponential
bounds in any sector S



 f  C

     arg     g  being a small positive
angle 
  S



 j

Y

j  const e
jj

where the positive number  depends on the radii of convergence of H

and H

and on 
This allows us to apply Laplace transform in any direction di$erent from the direction
of R


Laplace transform in a direction  is de	ned by
L

  	 

z 
Z
e
i


e
z
d 
When applied to an analytic function of exponential type at most  in direction  it yieds
a function 

analytic in a halfplane bisected by the conjugate direction  Re ze
i
 	 
If  has at most exponential growth and no singularity in a sector of aperture  in
plane by moving the direction of integration and using Cauchy theorem we get a
ADIABATIC INVARIANT 
function analytic in a sectorial neighbourhood of in	nity of aperture  in zplane

"
moreover in this neighbourhood 

z is asymptotic in Gevrey sense

to the formal
series   B

 a series which is the result of termwise application of Laplace transform
to the Taylor series of   B

is in fact the formal Laplace transform
So by chosing di$erent values for  it is possible to associate to the formal series z
a family of sectorial germs f

zg When the series  is convergent the di$erent 

s
yield the same analytic germ at in	nity  the sum of  In general the passage from 
to 

through L

 B may be considered as a resummation process since multiplication
of formal series is taken to multiplication of sectorial germs and di$erentiation wrt z is
respected too We sum up this BorelLaplace process in a diagram 
Formal series 
 convolutive model
Sectorial germ 









P
P
P
P
P
P
P
i
B
L


Applying Laplace transform L

to

Y

with      we get an analytic function
de	ned in a sectorial neighbourhood of in	nity of aperture  in zplane which is a
solution of equation  In particular we have two possible summations of the formal
solution Y

in the halfplane fRe z 
 g near in	nity  Y


with  close to  and
Y



with 

close to  These functions correspond respectively to the solutions p

 
and 
p

  Theorem  refers to

This is a subset of C which contains for all  
  a sector fz  Cj argze
i
j    jzj  	g
for some positive 	

If 
z 
P


n
z
n
 this means that in every closed subsector

S of the domain there exist CK  

such that 
N   z 

S jzj
N
j


z 
N
X
n


n
z
n
j  CK
N
N  
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h
h
h
h
h
h






r r



Im 
Re 






Im z
Re z
Y



Y


 
 
 
Im 	
Re 	
p

p

The question now is to compute the di$erence Y



 Y


" we shall do it by analyzing the
singularities of the minor

Y


 Formal integral But before that we study a formal object more general than the
formal solution Y

 which solves equation  too  the formal integral We shall see
that Y

is the 	rst term of a sequence 
n
z of simple resurgent functions such that
Y z u 
X
n
u
n
e
nz

n
z  Cz

 ue
z

formally satis	es the equation This means that equation  is formally conjugated to
dX
dz
 X
through the formal di$eomorphism
Y  &zX 
X
n
X
n

n
z  Cz

X 
Due to the fact that we deal with a Riccati equation the formal integral admits a simple
expression 
Proposition  There are formal series Y

 z

Cz

 and Y

z    z

Cz


such that
Y z u 
ue
z
Y

z  Y

z
ue
z
Y

zY

z  
formally solves equation  Like Y

 these formal series are simple resurgent func	
tions

their Borel transforms have singularities over Z only and at most exponential
growth at innity

The denition of resurgent functions can be extended to allow them to have a constant term Being
the unity of the convolution the Borel transform of  may be considered as the Dirac distribution 
at   
 If 
  c   is a resurgent function of constant term c its Borel transform is B
  c  B
but we still call minor the germ 
  B See section 	 for one further generalization
ADIABATIC INVARIANT 
Proof  First we observe that our equation is equivalent to

d
dz
Y   Y H

z H

zY 


Thus using the same arguments that we used for proving Proposition  we see that
there is a unique formal series Y

 z

Cz

 whose inverse solves equation  and
that it is a simple resurgent function whose Borel transform has singularities over the
positive integers only and at most exponential growth
Expecting a linear fractional dependence on the free parameter we perform the change
of unknown function
Y 
a Y

z
aY

z  

It yields the equation dadz  aH

Y

H

Y

  the general solution is a  ue
z
z

where  is the unique formal series without constant term of derivative H

Y

H

Y


The series  is a simple resurgent function " its Borel transform
  




H




Y



H




Y


has singularities over Z

only and at most exponential growth Its exponential Y


e


inherits this property by general properties of exponentiation of resurgent functions
   Y

has constant term  and its minor

Y

 
P
n

n
n! is analytic in the
universal covering of C n Z with no singularity at the origin on the main sheet
So we have Y z u 
P
n
u
n
e
nz

n
z with 

 Y

 and for positive n

n
 
n
Y
n

Y
n

  Y

Y

 
If we apply Laplace transform in a nonsingular direction  we obtain a oneparameter
family of analytic solutions of  
Y

z u 
X
n
u
n
e
nz
L



n

ue
z
Y


z  Y


z
ue
z
Y


zY


z  

de	ned for Re ze
i
   	 constjue
z
j a condition meant to ensure that the Laplace
transforms of

Y



Y



Y

are de	ned and that the denominator in Y

z u does not
vanish
In the convolutive model we can apply Cauchy theorem and move the direction of
integration in the upper or in the lower halfplane depending on the value of  This
provides an analytic continuation of Y

z u allowing z to vary in a sectorial neighbour
hood of in	nity of aperture  that we call Y

z u or Y

z u as illustrated on the
diagram 
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h
h
h
h
h
h






r r r r



Im 
Re 






Im z
Re zY


	Y

Y
	
	Y

Thus we essentially have two oneparameter families of analytic solutions of equation 
characterized by their asymptotic behaviour in the abovementioned domains in zplane
There must be some connection between them  a member Y

  u of the 	rst family has
to coincide with some member Y

  u

 of the other family for values of z with negative
real part and with some solution Y

  u

 for values of z with positive real part These
connection formulae will be computed in next sections
We are especially concerned with the functions Y

z  and Y

z  which correspond
respectively to p

  and 
p

  At this stage the 	rst two statements of Theorem 
are proved " the unicity assertion for the second one for instance is a consequence of the
following easy lemma 
Lemma  If u  C

 Y

z u is dened for Re z   Im z   and jzj big enough
and
Y

z u Y

z   ue
z
 Oz

 
Indeed any solution of equation  analytic in a neighbourhood of i on the
imaginary axis has to coincide with some function Y

z u " only one tends to  as Im z
tends to in	nity and it corresponds to u  
And now we see that in order to prove the last statement of the theorem we simply need
to compute the value u

of the parameter such that Y

z   Y

z u

 for Re z 
 
and to apply the lemma
 Alien calculus It is essential to be able to analyze the singularities that appear in
the convolutive model for they are responsible for the divergence in the formal model
This is done by means of alien calculus one of the main features of

Ecalles theory which
relies on a new family of derivations  the alien derivations Lets introduce them in the
case of simple resurgent functions
Let  be in C

 We de	ne an operator 

in the following way  given a simple
resurgent function z lets try to follow the analytic continuation of its minor 
along the halfline issuing from the origin and passing by  the minor is de	ned by the
Borel transform of  without taking into account the constant term if there is any " on
this line there is an ordered sequence 

 

     of singular points to be circumvented
If r   we obtain in this way 
r
determinations of the minor in the segment 
r
 
r

with the convention 

  if r   % in this case there is only one determination and
we denote them by



 
r


 
r
ADIABATIC INVARIANT 
each 
i
being a plus sign or a minus sign indicating whether 
i
is circumvented to the
right or to the left 
r r r r r

W



W
xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx
direction of 










O








 If   f

 

    g we set


  
 If   
r
for r   each of the abovementioned determinations may have a singu
larity at  



 
r


 
r
   
c


 
r


 
r
i





 
r


 
r

log 
i
 regular function
and we set


r
 
X


 
r
p!q!
r!
c


 
r


 
r
 B





 
r


 
r
 
where the integers p and q  r    p are the numbers of plus signs and of minus
signs in the sequence 

     
r

It is easy to check the consistency of this de	nition In some sense 

 is a well
balanced average of the singularities of the determinations of the minor over  " adding
or removing false singularities in the list 

 

     would not a$ect the result which
is a simple resurgent function the de	nitions of section  were formulated exactly for
this purpose
The de	nition of operators 

for more general algebras of resurgence is given in 
  These operators encode in fact the whole singular behaviour of the minor " given
a sequence of points 

     
n
 in C

 not necessarily on the same line the composed
operator 

n
  


measures singularities over the point 

     
n

The main property that makes these operators very useful in practice is the following 
the 

are derivations of the algebra of resurgent functions ie
  C



 

resurgent functions 





  





 





 
By contrast with the natural derivation
d
dz
 they are called alien derivations
Alien derivations interact with natural derivation according to the rule
d
dz


  

d
dz
 

 
which reads
d
dz



 



d
dz

when one introduces the symbol



 e
z


pointed alien derivation But the



	C

generate a free Lie algebra
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Finally lets state the other property that we shall use  suppose that all the singularities
of the minor of  in a sector f 
 arg  
 

g form an ordered sequence 

 

     on a
halfline inside the sector

















h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
r r r



O






and that we can apply BorelLaplace summation process then


 



X
r i

 i
r


r!
e

i


i
r
z


i

  

i
r



 exp
X
i



i




if we systematically use the notation 

for L

B and e
z


for e
z



 Bridge equation Coming back to our Riccati equation  lets try to compute
the alien derivatives of the various simple resurgent functions that appear in the formal
integral of Proposition  We shall use the generating series
Y z u 
X
n
u
n
e
nz

n
z  

Y 
X
n
u
n
e
nz



n

and we shall assume   Z

since we already know that 

Y vanishes if it is not the
case
Of course it is equivalent to look for



Y  and it turns out that one can easily derive
from equation  a deep relation simply by applying



to the equation itself  one
obtains a linear equation for



Y
d
dz




Y     H

Y 



Y
because pointed alien derivations commute with natural derivation vanish on convergent
series like H

and satisfy Leibniz rule which admits Yu as non trivial solution so
that there must be some proportionality relationship



Y  A

u
Y
u
"
simple arguments show that the coe#cientA

u must be zero if    because 

 
so the valuation of Yu wrt e
z
is exactly  that it is of the form A

u  A

u

for homogeneity reasons and 	nally that it is zero if    because one can repeat
everything with equation  " its only here that we use the fact that  is a Riccati
equation and not a more general nonlinear equation We end up with
ADIABATIC INVARIANT 
Proposition  There exist A

 A

 C such that



Y  A


Y
u



Y  A

u


Y
u



Y   if   fg
So the action of alien derivations on the formal integral is equivalent to the action
of some di$erential operator  this important and very general result was called bridge
equation by

Ecalle since it throws a bridge between alien and ordinary calculus When
interpreted in the convolutive model it expresses a strong link between an analytic germ
at the origin and its singularities  in some ways the germ reproduces itself at singular
points and this was the reason for naming resurgent such an object Of course with
our de	nitions not all resurgent functions have this property but

Ecalle observed that
it holds for all resurgent functions that arise naturally as solutions of some analytic
problem
For instance bridge equation holds for more general nonlinear equations but in contrast
with Riccati case there can be then an in	nity of numbers A

   f      g " they
are called analytic invariants of the equation because it can be proven that two such
equations are analytically not only formally conjugated if and only if they have the
same set of A

s
Thus in our problem inside the class of formally conjugated equations  they
are all conjugated to equation  analytic classes are parametrized by a pair of two
numbers
Alien derivatives can be computed explicitly in terms of the two analytic invariants A

and A




Y

 A

Y

 Y

Y

 

Y

 


Y

  

Y

 A

Y


  Y

Y




Y

 A

Y


Y



Y

 A

Y


In particular 

Y

 A

Oz

 which means that A

is the residuum of

Y

 at
the point  These two numbers are transcendent functions of the convergent germs H

and H

" we shall see later how to compute them in special cases The vanishing of alien
derivatives at integer points other than  does not mean that there is no singularity a
those points  these other singularities can be detected by iterating bridge equation
Bridge equation may be used for other purposes than analytic classi	cation  for
mula  can be justi	ed with   Y   u and we are now in a position to compare
Y

z u and Y

z u the two families of solutions of  we obtained by resummation
at the end of section  In the sequel we shall take various values of z with big enough
modulus and appropriated values of u in order to have Y

z u de	ned
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If Re z 
  applying formula  with  
  
 

and these angles both close to 
yields
Y

z u  exp






z u  expA


u



z u  Y


z uA

 
that is
Y

z u  Y

z uA

 "
and similarly if Re z 	  chosing  
  
 


Y

z u  Y

z
u
 A

u
 
Lets take u    we already knew that Y

z  and Y

z  coincide for Re z 	 
as was noticed at the end of section  but now formula  and Lemma  show
that for Re z 
  and Im z 	 
Y

z  Y

z   A

e
z
 Oz

 
Finally when the original variable   iz has positive real and imaginary parts
p

  
p

   A

e
i	
 O

 
 Computation of analytic invariants To complete the proof of Theorem  we
only need to compute the coe#cient A

associated with an equation
dY
dz
 Y 

z
  Y


deduced from equation  by the change of variable z  i  and to put it inside
formula 
We shall in fact compute the pair of analytic invariants for all equations
dY
dz
 Y 

iz
B

B

Y

 
where B

 C The result is proved in the second volume of  but we present here an
alternative method
Proposition  The analytic invariants of equation  are given by
A

 B

B

B

  A

 B

B

B

 
where b 

b


sin
b




Note that this implies A

 i in the case of equation  as required for ending
the proof of the theorem
Proof  Lets begin with a few simple remarks The coe#cient A

is the residuum at 
of the Borel transform of Y

 where Y

z is the unique formal solution of  and
Y

z the unique formal solution of the equation corresponding to  It is easy to
see that
Y

z  B

yz  Y

z  B

yz 
ADIABATIC INVARIANT 

where y is the unique formal solution of an equation depending only on b  B

B


dy
dz
 y 

iz
  by

 
If we solve the Borel transform of this equation like we did in the proof of Proposition 
by expanding everything in powers of b we 	nd for the residuum of y at  an analytic
function b such that    and we obtain A

 B

b and A

 B

b
Rather than studying the power expansion of b this is more or less what is done
in  vol p ' but in a very e#cient manner through the theory of moulds we
prefer to perform the change of unknown function
yz 
i
b

zq

z
qz

which leads us to a secondorder linear equation
z

q

 z  z

q

 

q  
where 


b



 We assume in the the sequel that Re  	  excluding real nonpositive
values of b is innocuous since the function  is analytic
We exploit the peculiar form of this new equation and write its unique formal solution
with constant term  as the product of a monomial and of an expansion in fractional
powers of z 
qz  z

rz   Oz

  rz  z

Cz

 
The series rz may be called resurgent if we extend the de	nition of Borel transform by
z

	 

   if   C and Re  	  
and admit among resurgent functions all formal series with possibly fractional powers
whose Borel transform which may be now rami	ed at the origin has endless analytic
continuation The convolution of minors is de	ned as before and we are still dealing with
an algebra
The point is that alien derivatives of r are easy to compute for the equation it satis	es
r

     z

r

 z

r  
can be solved explicitly in the convolutive model 
Lemma  The Borel transform r  Br is given by
r 


 
  


Proof  The Borel transform of equation 


 r     
 r  
 r  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is equivalent to a 	rstorder linear equation obtained by di$erentiation with respect to 
this was the only purpose of the change of unknown function  
  
dr
d
       r 
Alien calculus applies in this slightly generalized context we only need to be careful
about the determination of 

we use lets say it is the principal one and about the
sheet of the Riemann surface of the logarithm we look at In particular alien derivations
are now indexed by points in this Riemann surface rather than by points in C

 and in
order to compute 
e
i
r we perform a translation 
re
i
   e
i


 
 


and take the variation of the resulting singular germ just as we were asked to retain
the coe#cient of log i in the case of pure logarithmic singularities according to
formula  
B
e
i r  e
i
 e
i



 
 


We deduce that

e
i
r  e
i
 e
i
z

 Oz


and


q  z


e
i
r  i sinz

 Oz


Finally we use Leibniz rule and formula  


y 
i
b
z

q

q 

b

sin
b


Oz

 
The constant term of the alien derivative is the residuum b
 Remarks on General nonlinear inner equations the KruskalSegur
strategy
Formula p

   
p

   ie
i	
  O

 obtained in Theorem  for the inner
equation  has been crucial for determining w  and thus I

 and this
was the aim of previous section There the equation  is studied by the resurgence
theory obtaining the formula  p

   
p

   A

e
i	
  O

 In order to
compute exactly the coe#cient A

 i in the subsection  is essential to use that
equation  can be transformed into a second order linear equation However in
most applications for exemple for standard maps see  the inner equation is not a
Riccati equation and the method outlined in section  does not give quantitative results
ADIABATIC INVARIANT 
Nevertheless in the general case we can join the resurgence method with the Kruskal and
Segur strategy  This strategy adapted to our case would have that following form
The main idea is that A

can be computed looking at the coe#cients of the formal
solution of  Following the KruskalSegur strategy one can see that the growth of
a
n
is controlled comparing them with the coe#cients b
n
of the associated linear problem
In this sense let
P
n
a
n

n
be the formal solution of  which vanish at 
and in fact at   and let
P
n
b
n

n
be the associated formal solution of the linear
part of equation  q


 iq



	
 We obtain that b
n
 
n

i
n
i
n
and as a 	rst
step in this method we would have to prove
Proposition 	 a
n
 k
n
b
n
 where k
n



O

n
 as n 
In our case we have numerical evidences of this result and probably using the special
form of our equation it could be proved analytically see  In this paper we have not
adopted this strategy because of the special form of our equation where this result is a
consequence of the computation of 

Y

in section 
Proposition  would be essential to control the behaviour of the Borel transform of
our solution Let  
P
n
a
n

n
n
be the Borel transformation of
P
n
a
n

n
and


 


P
n
b
n

n
n
 



i
the Borel transformation of


P
n
b
n

n
 and let us
call 

  

 Finally let be f  the Borel resummation of  that is its Laplace
transform in some direction of the upper plane Im 	  As we know exactly 

 in all
the complex plane this method allows us to compute its contribution to the resummation
f  Nevertheless it would remain to prove that 

 contributes to f  only with
higher order terms In order to prove this it would be necessary to know the behaviour
of 

 and for our case this is done in proposition 
Proposition 	 i 

has a unique singularity at i which is a pole with residue




ii 

has logarithmic singularities at iii    
iii Moreover f  is Gevrey	 asymptotic to the formal solution
P
n
a
n

n
in the
sector     arg     when j j   
An analogous proposition is studied in section  with the help of resurgent theory
for our equation and it seems this can be generalized to other equations like in 
Resurgent theory gives us the location of the singularities of 

as well as their type and
consequently their contribution to the resummation f 
Finally as a last step of this method putting together proposition  and  we would
have
Proposition 	 i f   p

  if  
 arg  
  
ii f   
p

  if   
 arg  
  
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Then for  such that   arg  
  one can use the analytic continuation of f 
and using these propositions and the Cauchy theorem one can see that for our equation
p

  
p

  
Z


e
	s
sds

Z


e
	s


sds 
Z


e
	s


sds
 e
i	
iO


Observe that following the KruskalSegur strategy we can compute the coe#cient
A

i
as the residue of the Borel transform 

at its pole i We are convinced that the link
between the resurgence approach and KruskalSegur strategy rests on the fact that in
general all the successive approximations of the corresponding equation  have a pole
at i Then 

would be the summation of all the polar parts at i of those approx
imations and its residue the sum of their residues which corresponds to the coe#cient
A

computed in proposition 
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